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$2^{64}$ simple quantum operations to find a 128-bit key using Grover’s algorithm.
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Some designers blame the user: “switch keys after $2^{20}$ messages”. Other designers argue that eliminating such requirements adds robustness.

**Chosen plaintexts, chosen ciphertexts, chosen message numbers.**

Consensus:

Unacceptable to blame the user. All ciphers must be safe against chosen-plaintext attacks and against chosen-ciphertext attacks.
Back-of-the-envelope figures:

- 257 watts: received by Earth’s atmosphere from the Sun.
- 244 watts: world power usage.
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Software side channels.

- secret branches,
- secret memory addresses.
- On some CPUs, secret multiplication inputs.
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- Power consumption,
- Electromagnetic radiation, etc.
- Flip bits in computation.

Thefts and monitors.

- Attacker steals secret keys.

Can we still protect past communication?

What performance is measured?
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- Low power (watts).
- Low area (square micrometers; loosely predicted by "gate equivalents").
- High throughput (bytes per second).
- Low latency (seconds; very loosely predicted by cycles).

Similar metrics for FPGAs and software.

For ASICs and FPGAs, throughput per se is not a useful metric without limit on area (or power).

Parallelize across blocks or across independent messages for arbitrarily high throughput.
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Similar metrics for FPGAs and software.

For ASICs and FPGAs, throughput per se is not a useful metric without limit on area.

Parallelize across blocks or across independent messages for arbitrarily high throughput.

Secret keys.
<table>
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<tr>
<th>What performance is measured?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Typical performance metrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for ASICs:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low energy (joules) per byte.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low power (watts).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>High throughput</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(bytes per second).</td>
</tr>
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<td>Low latency (seconds;</td>
</tr>
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<td>very loosely predicted by</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cycles).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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For ASICs and FPGAs, throughput per se is not a useful metric without limit on area (or power).

Parallelize across blocks or across independent messages for arbitrarily high throughput.

Fix: measure ratio of area and throughput, i.e., product of area and time per byte.
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Cost per byte of a can be far below cost per byte of m.

Send valid data, receive valid data, or receive invalid data?

“Encrypt then MAC” skips cost of decryption for forgeries.
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For ASICs and FPGAs, throughput per se is not a useful metric without limit on area (or power).

Parallelize across blocks or across independent messages for arbitrarily high throughput.

Fix: measure ratio of area and throughput, i.e., product of area and time per byte.

What operations are measured?

Authenticate only, or encrypt and authenticate?

Cost per byte of $a$ can be far below cost per byte of $m$.

Send valid data, receive valid data, or receive invalid data?

“Encrypt then MAC” skips cost of decryption for forgeries.
Similar metrics for FPGAs and software.

For ASICs and FPGAs, throughput per se is not a useful metric without limit on area (or power).

Parallelize across blocks or across independent messages for arbitrarily high throughput.

Fix: measure ratio of area and throughput, i.e., product of area and time per byte.

What operations are measured?

Authenticate only, or encrypt and authenticate?

Cost per byte of a can be far below cost per byte of $m$.

Send valid data, receive valid data, or receive invalid data?

“Encrypt then MAC” skips cost of decryption for forgeries.
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**Support for cryptanalysis**

**Simplicity.**
Cryptanalysts prioritize targets that are easy to understand.
Intermediate tags.
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**Intermediate tags.**
Higher-level protocol splits long plaintext into packets, each separately authenticated. ⇒ small buffer is safe.

Do better by integrating similar feature into cipher?

**Other operations.**
Single circuit for, e.g., hash and authenticated cipher; for different key sizes; etc.

**Cache context.**
How well does the system fit into fast memory?

**Support for cryptanalysis**

**Simplicity.**
Cryptanalysts prioritize targets that are easy to understand.

**Scalability.**
Reduced-round targets, reduced-word targets, etc.

**Proofs.**
The phrase “proof of security” is almost always fraudulent. Proof says that attacks meeting certain constraints are difficult, or as difficult as another problem. Can be useful for cryptanalysts.